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LLC "Elintel" - design and manufacture of road and street lighting. The Company has its  
own  production  facilities  and  carries  out  serial  production  of  LED  road  lights  of  various  
modifications, traffic light time displays, remotely controlled LED road signs, display boards, and  
LED  lamps  for  street  lighting  with  low  operating  costs  and  low  energy  consumption.  Our  
products  meet  the  standards  of  the  Russian  Federation  and  are  provided  with  quality  
certificates.

Your suggestions will find their solution.

LLC "ELINTEL" produces various product modifications by specification requirements:

 LED and lamp transport and pedestrian (Ø200, 300 mm) traffic lights (GOST R 52282-
2004) 

 Separate signal LED modules (MCC) 
 Additional sections (arrows)
 Tram traffic lights 
 Reversing traffic lights (3 versions) 
 Audible alarm for pedestrians (ZSP, IZS)
 Countdown traffic light board (TOO) in various versions, including three-digit boards.
 Traffic light time display TOOV in traffic light diffuser housing (Ø200, Ø300 mm)
 Traffic light yellow sections (STZH-V-200, STZH-V-300), designed to display yellow light 

signal and remaining time for green and (or) red light.  
 Sections of  green and red countdown pedestrian traffic lights (SPZ, SPZ-V, SPK-V) for 

pedestrian traffic regulation, indication of remaining green and red light with sound alarm, 
including programmable IZS (SPK-V/P) 

 LED data display panels:
 "Speed limit"  type OMS
 "Bypass direction"  type TOP
 "Pedestrian  crossing"  type  TPP  (two-sided  and  one-sided,  multi-color  and 

monochrome panels)
 "Pedestrian crossing", self-powered by solar batteries. 

 Remotely controlled LED road signs: 
 "Traffic direction by lanes" (5.15.1)  
 "Traffic direction by lane" (5.15.2) 
 "Permitted direction" (4.1.1-4.1.6) 
 "Recommended speed" (6.2) 

 Obstruction lights of low intensity  type ZOM
 LED signal traffic lights type SS-56
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TRAFFIC AND PEDESTRIAN  
LED LIGHTS 

LLC "ELINTEL"  serially  produces  LED traffic  and pedestrian  lights  of  various 
modifications  (Ø  100,  200,  300  mm),  additional  sections  (arrows),  individual LED 
modules. 

Traffic light sections may be positioned vertically or horizontally in  combination 
with any number of arrow indicators due to symmetrical housing design. 

 LLC "ELINTEL" manufactures tram traffic lights (T.5.1), reversing  traffic lights 
(T.4) of various versions as well as various countdown traffic light board modifications.

Traffic light external view
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LED traffic lights are designed to control  movement of  vehicles on general  purpose 
roads, parking lots, parking areas, industrial sites.

Pedestrian  LED  lights  are  designed  to  control  movement of  pedestrians  across 
roadways.

Pedestrian  crossings,  regularly  used by blind  people  are  additionally  equipped with 
buzzers in agreed mode with pedestrian traffic lights.

Traffic light consists of sections with output aperture diameter 100, 200 or 300 mm. 
Signaling MSS LED modules are used as light source in traffic lights.

Traffic light sections may be positioned vertically or horizontally and combined with any 
number of arrow indicators due to symmetrical housing design.

Traffic lights are adapted to all types of controllers and are provided with certificate of  
quality.

Housing color:
 gray
 black
 yellow

Symbols on traffic light signal diffusers (arrows) correspond to GOST R 52282-2004.

Basic traffic light types and versions (by GOST R 52282-2004)

External view 
Traffic light  

index
External view 

Traffic light  
index

Т.1.2 - Ø 300 mm
Т.1.1 - Ø 200 mm
Т.3.1 - Ø 100 mm

Т.1.L.2 - Ø 300 mm
Т.1.L.1 - Ø 200 mm
Т.3.L.1 - Ø 100 mm

Т.1.G.2 - Ø 300 mm
Т.1.G.1 - Ø 200 mm

Т.1.P.2 - Ø 300 mm
Т.1.P.1 - Ø 200 mm
Т.3.P.1 - Ø 100 mm
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Т.1.3 
Red - Ø 300 mm

Yellow - Ø 200 mm 
Green - Ø 200 мм

Т.1.PL.2 - Ø 300 mm
Т.1.PL.1 - Ø 200 mm

Т.2.2 - Ø 300 mm
Т.2.1 - Ø 200 mm

Т.1.VL.2 - Ø 300 mm
Т.1.VL.1 - Ø 200 mm

Т.2.L.2 - Ø 300 mm
Т.2.L.1 - Ø 200 mm

Т.1.VP.2 - Ø 300 mm
Т.1.VP.1 - Ø 200 mm

Т.2.P.2 - Ø 300 mm
Т.2.P.1 - Ø 200 mm

Т.2.PL.2 - Ø 300 mm
Т.2.PL.1 - Ø 200 mm

Т.6.2 - Ø 300 mm
Т.6.1 - Ø 200 mm

Т.6.D.2 - Ø 300 mm
Т.6.D.1 - Ø 200 mm
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Т.7.2 - Ø 300 mm
Т.7.1 - Ø 200 mm

Т.7.D.2 - Ø 300 mm
Т.7.D.1 - Ø 200 mm

Т.12.2 - Ø 300 mm
Т.12.1 - Ø 200 mm

T.8.2 - Ø300 mm
T.8.1 - Ø 200 mm

P.1.1 - Ø 200 mm
P.1.2 - Ø 300 mm

Additional sections
Ø 300 mm
Ø 200 mm

Accessories

Mounting kit to fix traffic light to column, 
support - 

upper and lower bracket
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Dimensions and external view of traffic lights Ø 100 mm 

Dimensions and external view of traffic lights Ø 200 mm 
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Dimensions and external view of traffic lights Ø 300 mm 

Dimensions and external view of pedestrian lights 
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 SPECIFICATIONS OF TRAFFIC LIGHTS

Electric shock protection class II

Power supply voltage, V 220 ± 15%

Power consumption, W, not more

MSS-200, MSS-300:
K
ZH
L

MSS-200P:
K
L

For different types of 
controllers

9-11 W
9-12 W
8-9 W

6-8 W
6-8 W

25W
26W
24W

23W
23W

Resistance to high energy microsecond transients Normal Fact
2.0 kV

(t = 50µs)
More than 4.0 kV

(t = 200µs)
Imax = 2.0 kA

Insulation resistance:
- in normal climatic conditions, Mohm, not less
- after 48 hours in humid climate, Mohm, not less

Normal Actual
20

10

500

500
Protection degree against external factors by LED module / 
body IP54/23

Warranty period, years 5
Average light source life, years 10

LEDs used
EXCELLENCE, AGILENT (Hewlett 

Packard), NICHIA
Diffuser material Impact-resistant Makrolon
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TRAM TRAFFIC LIGHT T.5.1
(two housing types)

Power consumption of one section - 8W.
Diffuser aperture diameter - 100 mm.
Light color - moon-white.
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REVERSING LED TRAFFIC LIGHT   
  T.4, T.4.ZH, T.4.S

Reversing lights with red X-shaped signal and green signal in the form of arrow 
pointing down are used to regulate traffic of  vehicles on road lanes, in particular,  in 
reversible directions. 

Main reversing traffic light signals may be supplemented by yellow signal arrow in 
the form of arrow, tilted diagonally down to right or left directions.

Traffic  light  can  be  optionally  controlled  from controller  or  manually  by  remote 
control. Traffic light may be optionally provided with restrictive and permissive symbols 
(see figure) in single package.

REVERSING TRAFFIC LIGHT SPECIFICATIONS

1. Traffic lights are powered from single phase AC 220V +10% -15% circuit and 
50 ± 1 Hz frequency.

2. Power consumption of one section - not more than 30W.
3. Input voltage 220 ± 15%.
4. Operating temperature range -60 ºС - +60 ºС.
5. Relative humidity 100% (with moisture condensation) at 25 ºС.  
6. Continuous operation - unlimited.
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Reversing light T.4

Reversing light T.4.ZH

Reversing light T.4.S
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TRAFFIC LIGHT COUNTDOWN BOARD OF TOO TYPE  

The board, controlled by traffic light controller outputs (or traffic light directly) is 
intended to indicate remaining traffic light glow time.

The  board  is  housed  in  undismountable  sealed  metal  body  to  impede 
unauthorized access. Facial  protective glass of  high impact strength,  resistant to 
external climatic conditions.

The  board  is  installed  in  immediate  vicinity  of  traffic  light  in  location, that 
provides objective information perception.

Types of TOO countdown boards

Board type Board glow color Traffic light signal, counted down by the board

TOO-ZH (G) Yellow Green

TOO-ZH (RG) Yellow Red / Green

TOO-KL (RG) Red / Green Red / Green
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TOO countdown board external view
 

TOO COUNTDOWN BOARD SPECIFICATIONS  

1. Traffic lights are powered from single phase AC 220V +10% -15% and 50 ± 1 Hz 
frequency.

2. Power consumption - not more than 30W.
3. Green light input voltage ~ 220V + 10% -15%.
4. Current consumption from traffic green light circuit - not more than 10 mA.
5. Operating temperature range: -40 ºС - + 50 ºС.
6. Relative humidity - 100% at 25 ºС.
7. Continuous operation - unlimited.
8. Traffic light glow time error determination - not more than 0.5 seconds.
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THREE-DIGIT TRAFFIC LIGHT  COUNTDOWN BOARD
TOO-3L (G), TOO-3KL (RG)

TOO-3L (G), TOO-3KL (RG) board is intended to indicate remaining traffic light 
time in minutes and seconds. 

Output controller voltage is used as board power supply source to control traffic 
lights. Separate 220V AC power line is not required.

The board is mounted on bracket or in immediate vicinity of traffic light in location, 
that provides objective information perception.

The  board  is  housed  in  undismountable  sealed  metal  body  to  impede 
unauthorized access. Facial protective glass is made of polycarbonate with high impact 
strength,  resistant to external climatic conditions.

The  board  is  provided  with  folding  hood to  cover  the  front  panel  during 
transportation and convertible bracket to fix the product both on upper and lower traffic 
light bracket. Traffic light is fixed to traffic bracket by collar by four M6 screws and nuts 
(see external view figure).

Board types

Board type Board glow color Traffic light signal, counted down by the board

TOO-3L (G) Green Green

TOO-3KL (RG) Red / Green Red / Green
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Countdown board specifications 

Specifications Value
Degree of protection against external factors IP54  

Power supply voltage*,V 220 +10% -15%

Power supply voltage frequency, Hz 50 ± 1%

Operating temperature range:, °С -30° ÷ +50°

Relative humidity at 25 º C 100%

Power consumption, W, not more

    TOO-3L (G) 10

    TOO-3KL (RG) 7.5

Maximum duration of enabled condition or green light without 
overflow error**

9h. 6 min. 7sec.

Maximum display time 9 min. 59 sec.

Traffic light duration error, not more than 0.5 seconds

Instruction data retention time in RAM at simultaneous absence of 
red and green traffic lights (traffic light object transition to Main 
Signal mode or Flashing Yellow Light mode)

10 seconds

Glow brightness, cd/m2 not less,                                         

    Red indicator 1,200

    Green indicator 1,200

Continuous operation time  unlimited

Mass, kg, not more 5.0

Warranty period, years 3

* The board is supplied from red and green traffic light lines.
** Green light is  in  total permanent duration mode (not less than 1 sec.) and flashing 

mode duration (of any time length). 

Countdown board external view - Transport position 
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External view 

Fig.1 Top position 

Fig.2 Bottom position 
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TRAFFIC LIGHT COUNTDOWN BOARD OF TOOV TYPE 
(in traffic light diffuser housing)

TOOV  countdown  board  is  designed  to 
display remaining traffic light glow time.

Countdown  board  is  structurally  made  in 
traffic light  diffuser housing Ø 200 and Ø 300 mm 
and  may  be  installed  as  additional  section  to 
standard light housing.

Product  may  be  optionally  supplied  in  the  form  of  board  module  (see  view 
Figure).

Housing protection degree IR54/23 

TOOV countdown board types

Board type Board glow color Traffic light signal, counted down by the board

TOOV-200ZH (RG)

TOOV-300ZH (RG)

Yellow

Red / Green

TOOV-200ZH (R)

TOOV-300ZH (R)
Red

TOOV-200ZH (G)

TOOV-300ZH (G)
Green

TOOV-200KL (RG)

TOOV-300KL (RG)
Red / Green Red / Green

TOOV-200L (G)

TOOV-300L (G)
Green Green

TOOV-200K (R)

TOOV-300K (R)
Red Red
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TOOV countdown board external view
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SPECIFICATIONS
OF TOOV BOARDS

1. Board power supply - single phase AC voltage 
    220V +10% to 15% and 50 ± 1 Hz frequency. 
(or DC 24V ± 15% source ).  

       2. Consumption power,
 at red light, not more than 12 VA;
   at green light, not more than 12 VA;

 3. Operating temperature range -30 º C ÷ +50 º C.
4. Relative humidity 100% at 25 º C
5. Continuous operation - unlimited.
6. Maximum duration of enabled red or green light without overflow error** 
        9h. 6 min. 7sec.

       7. Traffic light glow time error determination - not more than 0.5 seconds.
       8. Glow brightness, not less, than 1200 cd/m2 
        9. Dimensions - see external view picture  
      10. Weight, not more than 2.0 kg.

Note (to paragraphs 1 and 2) – the board is supplied from red and green traffic  
light lines.
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TRAFFIC LIGHT YELLOW STZH-V  
SECTION 

Traffic light yellow STZH-V section is intended to display yellow light signal and 
remaining time for green and (or) red light. The remaining glow time of corresponding 
traffic light is displayed in white color when red or green light is enabled, and the section 
operates as yellow light transmitter when yellow signal is enabled. Green signal can be 
either ordinary or "conflict" (constantly flashing).

The  product  is  structurally  integrated  into  traffic  light  section  housing  and  is 
manufactured with 2 light filter surface diameter sizes: Ø 200 mm (STZH-V-200) and Ø 
300 mm (STZH-B-300). STZH-V-200, STZH-V-300 section is installed in middle section 
of standard traffic light as yellow light signal.

Output controller voltage is used as product power supply source for traffic lights 
control. Separate 220V AC power line is not required.

Section glow color  -  yellow, white.
Product may be optionally supplied as board module (see external view Figure).
STZH-V  section  operating  conditions  refer  to  products,  that  require  no 

supervision. Nominal operating mode is continuous in temperate climate.
Housing protection degree IR54/23.
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STZH-V section external view 
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STZH-V SECTION 
SPECIFICATIONS

1.     Section power supply* - single phase AC voltage 
        220V +10% to 15% and frequency 50 ± 1 Hz

        2.    Consumption power:
 at red light, not more than 15 VA;
   at green light, not more than 15 VA;
  at yellow light, not more than 15 VA;

3.    Operating temperature range -30 º C ÷ +50 º C.
4.    Relative humidity 100% at 25 º C
5.    Continuous operation - unlimited.
6.    Maximum duration of enabled red or green light without overflow error** 
         9h. 6 min. 7sec.
7.     Traffic light glow time error determination - not more than 0.5 seconds.
8. Instruction data retention time in RAM at simultaneous absence of red and 

green traffic lights (traffic light object transition to Main Signal mode or 
Flashing Yellow Light mode) - 10 sec.

        9.    Brightness:
             White color, not less, than 1200 cd/m2 
                           Yellow color, not less, than 400 cd/m2 

       10.    Dimensions - see external view picture 
  11.   Weight, not more than 2.0 kg.

Note
* The product is supplied from red and green traffic light lines.
** Green light duration is total permanent mode duration (not less than 1 sec.)  

and flashing mode duration (of any time length).
**  Yellow  traffic  light  simultaneously  with  red  or  green  signal  affects  only  

countdown display.
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TRAFFIC LIGHT YELLOW STZH-V-300RG 
SECTION 

STZH-V-300RG  section  is  intended  to 
display  yellow  signal  and  remaining  time  for 
green and red lights. 

The  remaining  traffic  light  glow time  is 
displayed  in  corresponding  color  (red, green) 
when  red  or  green  light  is  enabled  and  the 
section  operates  as  yellow  light  transmitter 
when yellow signal is enabled. Green signal can 
be  either  ordinary  or  "conflict"  (constantly 
flashing).

The product is structurally integrated into 
traffic  light  section  housing  with  filter  work 
surface diameter 300mm: 

STZH-V-300RG  section  is  installed  in 
middle section of standard traffic light as yellow 
light signal.

Output controller voltage is used as product power supply source to control traffic 
lights. Separate 220V AC power line is not required.

Product may be optionally supplied as board module (see view Figure)
STZH-V-300RG  section  refers  to  products,  that  require  no  supervision  in 

operating conditions. Nominal operating mode is continuous in temperate climate.
Housing protection degree IR54/23.
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STZH-V-300RG section view
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STZH-V SECTION
SPECIFICATIONS

1. Section power supply* - single phase AC voltage 
    220V +10% to 15% and frequency 50 ± 1 Hz.

        2.Consumption power,
                   at red light, not more than        15 VA;
   at green light, not more than    15 VA;
  at yellow light, not more than   15 VA;

3. Operating temperature range -30 º C ÷ +50 º C.
4. Relative humidity 100% at 25 º C
5. Continuous operation - unlimited.
6. Maximum duration of enabled red or green light without overflow error** 
        9h. 6 min. 7sec.
7. Traffic light glow time error determination - not more than 0.5 seconds.
8. Instruction data retention time in RAM at simultaneous absence of red and 

green traffic lights (traffic light object transition to Main Signal mode or Flashing 
Yellow Light mode) - 10 sec.

        9.  Brightness:
               Red color indicator, not less, than        1200 cd/m2 
             Green color indicator, not less, than     1200 cd/m2

             Yellow color indicator, not less, than     400 cd/m2

       10.  Dimensions - see external view picture 
       11.  Weight, not more than 2.0 kg.

Note
* The product is supplied from red and green traffic light lines.
** Green light duration is total permanent mode duration (not less than 1 sec.)  

and flashing mode duration (of any time length).
** Yellow signal simulteneously with red or green signals affects only countdown 

display.
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PEDESTRIAN LIGHTS COUNTDOWN 
SECTIONS

Countdown sections of pedestrian lights are designed to control movement of pedestrians 
to advise road users on remaining pedestrian light glow time.

The  product  is  structurally  integrated  into  pedestrian  light  section  housing  and  is 
manufactured with 2 light filter work surface diameter sizes: Ø 200 mm and Ø 300 mm.

Section view Section type Section purpose

SPZ-200
Green signal indication of pedestrian light. The 
section uses animated "walking man" indication 
(green color).

SPZ-300

SPZ-V-200 Indication  of  green  pedestrian  light  (green 
color)  and  remaining  red  pedestrian  light 
display  (red  color  at  glowing  prohibiting 
pedestrian red signal).

SPZ-V-300

SPK-V-200
Indication of red pedestrian light (red color) and 
remaining green pedestrian light display (green 
color  at  glowing  permissive  pedestrian  green 
signal).  Green light  signal  is additionally 
duplicated  by  intermittent  beep  for  blind  and 
visually impaired pedestrians.SPK-V-300

SPK-V-200/P
Indication of red pedestrian light (red color) and 
remaining green pedestrian light display (green 
indication  at  glowing  permissive  pedestrian 
green  signal).  The  section  has  integrated 
intelligent  sounder  (IIS)  for  blind  and visually 
impaired  pedestrians, that  allows  to  program 
audio volume for different time of day.SPK-V-300/P
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PEDESTRIAN GREEN LIGHT COUNTDOWN 
SECTION SPZ, SPZ-V

SPZ section is intended for indication of green pedestrian light. The section uses animated 
"walking man" indication (green color).

SPZ-V section is designed to display green pedestrian light (green color) or indication of 
remaining red pedestrian light signal (red color) - see section view.

The  product  is  structurally  integrated  into  pedestrian  light  section  housing  and  is 
manufactured with 2 light filter work surface diameter sizes: Ø 200 mm (SPZ-200,SPZ-V-200) 
and Ø 300 mm (SPZ-300,SPZ-V-300).

SPZ, SPZ-V section may be installed in lieu of standard green pedestrian light section.
Product may be optionally supplied as board module (see view Figure).
Output controller voltage is used as product power supply source to control traffic lights.  

Separate 220V AC power line is not required. 
SPZ, SPZ-V sections refer to products, that require no supervision in operating conditions. 

Nominal operating mode is continuous in temperate climate.
Housing protection degree IR54/23.

SPZ,SPZ-V SECTION SPECIFICATIONS

 1. Section power supply - single phase AC voltage 
    220V +10% to 15% and frequency 50 ± 1 Hz
 2. SPZ-V section consumption power:

  at red light, not more than 9 VA;
             at green light, not more than 18 VA;

SPZ section consumption power:
         max. 25 VA.

        3. Operating temperature range -30 º C ÷ +50 º C.
4. Relative humidity 100% at 25 º C
5. Continuous operation - unlimited.
6. Maximum duration of enabled red light without overflow error - 9h/ 6 min. 7sec.
7. Light glow time error determination - not more than 0.5 seconds.
8.  Brightness
              of yellow indicator, not less, than 50 cd;

  of red indicator, not less, than 1200 cd/m2  

        9.  Weight, not more, than 2.0 kg.

Note  (for paragraphs 1 and 2) –  The section  is supplied from red and green light lines  
(SPZ-V) or only from green light (SPZ).
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SPZ,SPZ-V section external view

  SPZ section                                                        SPZ-V section
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PEDESTRIAN RED LIGHT COUNTDOWN SECTION 
SPK-V-200 (300)

SPK-V-200 (300) section is intended for Indication of pedestrian light "standing man" (red 
color) and remaining pedestrian light (green indication at glowing permissive pedestrian green 
signal).

SPK-V-200 (300) section may be installed in lieu of standard red pedestrian light section.
Green signal can be either ordinary or "conflict" (constantly flashing).

The  product  is  structurally  integrated  into  pedestrian  light  section  housing  and  is 
manufactured with 2 light filter work surface diameter sizes: 

SPK-V-200 - Ø 200 mm
SPK-V-300 - Ø 300 mm 
Product may be optionally supplied as board module (see view Figure)

Output controller voltage is used as product power supply source to control traffic lights.  
Separate 220V AC power line is not required. 

Green light signal is additionally duplicated by intermittent adjustable beep signal for blind 
and  visually  impaired  pedestrians.  Repetition  frequency  of  sound  pulses  increases  with 
decrease in remaining green light glow time. (The product may be optionally delivered without 
beep signal.)
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SPK-V SECTION SPECIFICATIONS

Specifications Value

Electric shock protection class II
Degree of protection against external factors IP54/23   
Power supply voltage*,V 220 +10% -15%
Power supply voltage frequency, Hz 50 ± 1%
Operating temperature range:, °С -30° ÷ +50°

Relative humidity at 25 º C 100%

Section consumption power , W, not more  
   at glowing red light 12
   at glowing green light 3
Maximum duration of enabled red or green light without 
overflow error**

9h. 6 min. 7sec.

Traffic light duration error, not more than 0.5 seconds
Instruction data retention time in RAM at simultaneous 
absence of red and green traffic lights (traffic light object 
transition to Main Signal mode or Flashing Yellow Light 
mode)

10 seconds

Glow brightness, cd/m2 not less,                                         
   Red indicator 50
   Green indicator 1200
Continuous operation time  unlimited
Maximum beep volume at 1 meter distance, dB, not less 87
Mass, kg, not more 2.0
Warranty period, years 3

* The product is supplied from red and green traffic lines.
** Green light duration is total  permanent mode duration (not less than 1 sec.) and  

flashing mode duration (of any time length).
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PEDESTRIAN RED LIGHT  
SECTION-SPK V-200 (300) /P WITH PROGRAMMABLE 

INTELLIGENT SOUNDER (IZS) 

SPK-V-200 (300)/P section is intended for  indication of  pedestrian light "standing man" 
(red  color)  and  remaining  pedestrian  light  display  (green  indication  at  glowing  permissive  
pedestrian green signal). 

The  section  has  integrated  intelligent  sounder  (IZS)  for  blind  and  visually  impaired 
pedestrians, that allows to program audio volume for different time of day.

SPK-V-200 (300)/P section may be installed in lieu of standard red pedestrian light section.
Green signal can be either ordinary or "conflict" (constantly flashing).
The  product  is  structurally  integrated  into  pedestrian  light  section  housing  and  is 

manufactured with 2 light filter work surface diameter sizes: 
SPK-V-200/P - Ø 200 mm
SPK-V-300/P - Ø 300 mm 
Product may be optionally supplied as board module (see view Figure).
Output controller voltage is used as product power supply source to control traffic lights.  

Separate 220V AC power line is not required. 

IZS as section part provides for additional duplication of green light by intermittent beep 
signal  with  repetition  rate  of  sound  pulses  1  Hz,  which  may be  changed  at  any two  pre-
programmed time  moments  prior  to  green  light  termination.  Repetition  frequency of  sound 
pulses is 1.66 Hz upon first moment occurrence and 2 Hz upon second moment occurrence. 
Volume level is set automatically by built-in clock, depending on time of day. Day is conditionally  
divided into four time intervals. Start time of subsequent interval is the expiry time of the current  
interval. Signal volume level for each time interval is set individually. 

Internal clock transition to summer/winter time is automatic (up to and including 2050) or 
may be disabled by user.
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SPK-V/P SECTION SPECIFICATIONS

Specifications Value

Electric shock protection class II
Degree of protection against external factors IP54/23 
Power supply voltage*,V 220 +10% -15%
Power supply voltage frequency, Hz 50 ± 1%
Operating temperature range:, °С -30° ÷ +50°

Relative humidity at 25 º C 100%

Section consumption power , W, not more
   at glowing red light 12
   at glowing green light 3
Maximum duration of enabled red or green light without 
overflow error**

9h. 6 min. 7sec.

traffic light duration error, not more than 0.5 seconds
Instruction data retention time in RAM at simultaneous 
absence of red and green traffic lights (traffic light object 
transition to Main Signal mode or Flashing Yellow Light 
mode)

5 seconds

Glow brightness, cd/m2 not less,                                         
   Red indicator 50
   Green indicator 1,200
Continuous operation time  unlimited
Maximum beep volume at 1 meter distance, dB, not less 87
Number of time intervals with individually set sound level 4
Time interval increment , min 1

Volume level setting range 
 0 (off) ÷ 100% (max.), increment 

- 10% 

Daily internal clock variation ±5 seconds
Device parameter programming interface  RS485
Mass, kg, not more 2.0
Warranty period, years 3

* The product is supplied from red and green traffic light lines.
** Green light duration is total  permanent mode duration (not less than 1 sec.) and  

flashing mode duration (of any time length).
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SPK-V, SPK-V/P section external view
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PEDESTRIAN 
 INTELLIGENT SOUNDER type IZS

 

Intelligent  sounder  IZS  is  designed  for  road  intersections.  The  product  provides 
permissible crossing sound for blind pedestrians at regulated intersections.

The sounder is mounted on traffic light support.
The sounder comprises electrically interconnected controller unit and horn speaker. Cable 

inputs  for  external  connections are provided at  controller  unit  body bottom and top.  Cable 
length for horn speaker connection to controller  unit  does not exceed 1.5 m. Speaker and 
controller unit are attached to support.

The product operates from traffic controller signals. The product provides for sound signal 
of certain frequency when "green" (main) pedestrian light is turned on by traffic controller. 

The sounder provides for:
 adjustment of minimum and maximum volume, depending on road width and time of day 

with regard to summer and winter time change;
 sound melody selection;
 automatic  instruction  at  duration  variation  of  permissible  pedestrian  signal   using 

frequency  time increase (melody) prior to main "green" light turn off.  
Melody and sound volume are programed in advance. Built-in USB interface with PC is 

provided for initial product settings. 

 IZS SPECIFICATIONS

1. Sounder power supply - single phase AC voltage 
2.  220V +10% to 15% and frequency 50 ± 1 Hz
3. Product power consumption, VA, not more than 10;
4. Operating temperature range -45 º C ÷ +60 º C.
5. Relative humidity 100% at 25 º C
6. The product is compatible with traffic controllers of any type;
7. Maximum sound volume at 1 meter distance, 95-110 dB;
8. Nominal operating mode is continuous in temperate climate (for U-design and placement 

category 1 according to GOST 15150).
9. Housing protection degree IP54 according to GOST 14254.
10.Average life - at least 10 years.
11.  Warranty period - 3 years;
12. Overall dimensions, mm, not more than: 190х120х55; 
13.  Mass, kg, not more, than 1.5
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PEDESTRIANS SOUNDER  
ZSP

 

Intelligent  sounder  ZSP is  designed  for  road  intersections.  The  product  generates 
permissible crossing sound for blind pedestrians at controlled intersection.

The product structure represents split rectangular plastic housing, parts of which are 
held together by four screws with sealing gasket. 

The housing is provided with cable inputs for external connections. 
The sounder fits into pedestrian light housing.
The product is connected to green pedestrian light in parallel and operates according to 

road  controller  signals.  The  sounder  provides  for  sound  signal  of  certain  frequency when 
"green" (main) pedestrian light is turned on by traffic controller.  The required volume is set by  
variable resistor. 

ZSP SPECIFICATIONS

1. Sounder power supply - single phase AC voltage 
220V +10% to 15% and frequency 50 ± 1 Hz

2. Product power consumption, VA, not more than 6;
3. Operating temperature range -45 º C ÷ +45 º C.
4. Relative humidity 100% at 25 º C
5. The product is compatible with traffic controllers of any type;
6. Maximum sound volume at 1 meter distance, 90-95 dB;
7. The product provides for minimum and maximum volume adjustment.
8. Nominal operating mode is continuous in temperate climate (U-design and placement 

category 1 according to GOST 15150).
9. Housing protection degree IP54 according to GOST 14254.
10.Average life - at least 10 years.
11. Warranty period - 3 years;
12.Overall dimensions, mm, not more than: 115х65х55; 
13.  Mass, kg, not more, than 0.5
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CONTROLLABLE ROAD SIGN (CRS) 
"SPEED LIMIT"

Controllable road sign (CRS) "Speed limit" is intended to advise road users on speed limit.
Displayed speed limit range - from 10 km/h to 190 km/h.
Speed increment- 10 km/h.
The sign is housed in undismountable metal sealed body to impede unauthorized access.

Overall dimensions, mm: 
• 980х980х107

CRS signs are available in five versions depending on communication device:
 CRS -1 –  motherboard  - controlled by RS485 interface shall be used as independent 

RS485 network unit or as DIT part. 
 CRS-2 – modem -  220V supply control  to one of 5 inputs (five fixed user set speed 

values)
 CRS-3 – GSM/GPRS modem - cellular communication control (GSM / GPRS)
 CRS-4 – LAN modem - LAN or VAN control 
 CRS-5 – GSM/GPRS/LAN modem - LAN, VAN or cellular communication control (GSM / 

GPRS)
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Operating modes:
1. Visual  display of  loaded data  as  road sign  3.24 graphic  image "Speed limit" 

(GOST R 52290).
2. ownload of required speed limit data and display brightness 
3. Reading of downloaded data (except CRS-2 design).
4. Sign blanking.
5. Glow brightness change:

• under software control (forced);
• day-night mode switch (automatic), except CRS-1 design;
• depending on lighting conditions (automatic).

CRS specifications

Specifications Value

Protection degree against external factors IP54 

Operating temperature range: – 45°С - +50ºС

Relative humidity at 25 º C 100%

Power supply voltage, V 220V +10%-15%

Power supply voltage frequency, Hz 50 ± 1%

Power consumption, W, not more 60

Brightness cd / m2 12,500

Range of displayed speed limits from 10 km / h to 190 km / h

Speed setting increment 10 km / h

Continuous operation time unlimited

Overall dimensions, mm: 980х980х107

Mass, kg, not more 35

Warranty period, years 3
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LED BOARD 
"SPEED LIMIT" TYPE OMS

LED board "Speed limit" is designed to advise road 
users on maximum speed limit. 

Maximum output speed limit value is selected from 
40,60,80,90,100,110 to be specified in purchase order.

Screw holes for M8 bolts are provided at right and 
left  section  sides  for  board  fixing.  Terminal  block  is 
mounted inside back cover box for LED board "Speed 
limit" connection to the circuit. 

 
The  board  is  housed  in  undismountable  sealed 

metal  body  to  impede  unauthorized  access.  Facial 
protective  glass  of  high  impact  strength, resistant  to 
external climatic conditions.

Overall  dimensions:  -  length  968  mm,  width  164 
mm, height 982 mm.

OMS SPECIFICATIONS

Specifications Value

Degree of protection against external factors IP54 

Operating temperature range: – 60°С - +60ºС

Relative humidity at 25 º C 100%

Power supply voltage, V 220V +10%-15%

Power supply voltage frequency, Hz 50 ± 1%

Power consumption , W, not more 90

Continuous operation time unlimited

Warranty period, years 5
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LED DATA DISPLAY PANELS TYPE TOP: 
"BYPASS DIRECTION" 

LED panel type "Bypass direction" is intended to indicate obstacle bypass direction. 
Panel display color - yellow.

The panel is housed in undismountable sealed metal case to impede unauthorized 
access.  Facial  protective glass of  high impact  strength, resistant  to external  climatic 
conditions.

The design provides for attachment both to support structure and vehicle board or 
folding leg in vertical position (see TOP panel types).

 TOP panel types

Type 
panel

Panel external view

Overall 
dimensions,

mm: 
not more

Power  
consumption, 

W, 
not more

Possible 
fastening 
methods  

panel

TOP-12/38-d700m
Ø 700

38

on  
vehicle
- on  
folding leg
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Type 
panel

Panel external view

Overall 
dimensions,

mm: 
not more

Power  
consumption, 

W, 
not more

Possible 
fastening 
methods  

panel

TOP-12/35-d700 Ø 700 35

- on 
support structure;
on 
vehicle

TOP-12/75-d1500 Ø 1 500 75

on 
support structure;
on 
vehicle

TOP-12/27-900m 900х900х60 27

- on 
support structure;
on 
vehicle

TOP-12/22-900 900х900х60 22

- on 
support structure;
on 
vehicle
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Type 
panel

Panel external view

Overall 
dimensions,

mm: 
not more

Power  
consumption, 

W, 
not more

Possible 
fastening 
methods  

panel

TOP-24/20-700 700х700х60 20

- on 
support structure;
on 
vehicle

TOP SPECIFICATIONS

Specifications Value

Degree of protection against external factors IP54 

Operating temperature range: – 45°С - +50ºС

Relative humidity at 25 º C 100%

Power supply voltage, V 12 (24 - TOP-24/20-700)

Power consumption, W, not more see panel types 

Continuous operation time unlimited

Warranty period, years 3
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LED DATA DISPLAY PANELS TYPE TOP: 
"PEDESTRIAN CROSSING" 

LED data display panel "Pedestrian crossing" is intended for better visual display 
to allow or disallow pedestrians movement across pedestrian crossing. 

Display  panels  may be  of  one-sided  or  two-sided  design,  in  color,  yellow or 
flashing yellow versions.

Color display panel (red-green-yellow) works in parallel to crossing pedestrian 
light, yellow glow panel does not require traffic controller.

Additional product control mode (for red, green and yellow displays) is introduced 
in absence of main pedestrian crossing signals. This is the main mode for yellow display 
panels. 

The panel display visually corresponds to road sign 5.19.1, 5.19.2, GOST R 
52290-2004.

The  panel  is  housed  in  undismountable  sealed  metal  case  to  impede 
unauthorized access. Facial protective glass of high impact strength, resistant to external 
climatic conditions.

Overall panel dimensions, mm: 700х700х70; 900х900х70
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Panel operating principle 

a) for multi-color (red-green-yellow) panels:
LED display outlines "standing man" in red after red pedestrian light is turned on. 

LED diffuser highlights green outline of  "walking man" plus flashing yellow outline of 
"footpath" after turn on and green pedestrian signal supply.  The "man" shall alternately 
move the legs in one direction, but "footpath" shall "run" in the opposite direction.

b) for yellow "walking man" image display: 
When 220V is supplied to panel, the product LED diffuser shall highlight green 

outline of "walking man" plus flashing yellow outline of "footpath" and the "man" shall 
alternately move the legs in one direction and the "footpath" shall "run" in the opposite 
direction , 

c) for "flashing yellow display panel":
When 220V is supplied to panel, "man" contour and "footpath" are highlighted in 

flashing yellow light.

TPP SPECIFICATIONS

Specifications Value

Degree of protection against external factors IP54 

Operating temperature range: – 40°С - +50ºС

Relative humidity at 25 º C 100%

Power supply voltage, V 220V +10%-15%

Power supply voltage frequency, Hz 50 ± 1%

Power consumption, W, not more 30

Continuous operation time unlimited

Warranty period, years 3
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REMOTELY CONTROLLED LED  
ROAD SIGN "TRAFFIC DIRECTION BY LANES"

 (5.15.1 BY GOST R 52290-2004) 

Multi-position  remotely  controlled  guide  road  sign  "Traffic  direction  by  lanes" is 
intended to indicate road sign 5.15.1 (number of lanes, and permitted traffic direction for 
each of them) and is controlled by controller.

The sign is housed in undismountable sealed metal body to impede unauthorized 
access.  Facial  protective glass of  high impact  strength, resistant  to external  climatic 
conditions. 

SPECIFICATIONS

1. The sign is powered from single phase AC 220V +10% -15% and 50 ± 1 Hz 
frequency.

2. Power consumption - not more than 60W.
3. Operating temperature range: -40 ºС - + 50 ºС.
4. Relative humidity 98 ± 2% at 35 ºС.
5. Continuous operation - unlimited.                                               
6. Protection degree IР54.
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REMOTELY CONTROLLED LED 
ROAD SIGN "TRAFFIC DIRECTION BY LANE" 

(5.15.2 BY GOST R 52290-2004) 

Multi-position  remotely  controlled  guide  road  sign  "Traffic  direction  by  lane" is 
intended to indicate road sign 5.15.2 (permitted traffic directions by lane).

The sign is housed in undismountable sealed metal body to impede unauthorized 
access.  Facial  protective glass of  high impact  strength, resistant  to external  climatic 
conditions. 

SPECIFICATIONS

1. The sign is powered and controlled from single phase AC 220V +10% -15% 
and frequency 50 ± 1 Hz .

2. Power consumption - not more than 50W.
3. Operating temperature range: -40 ºС - + 50 ºС.
4. Relative air humidity (with moisture condensation) 100% at 25 ºС.
5. Continuous operation - unlimited.

 Sign version

          
            "left"                                "straight"                       "straight-left"
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REMOTELY CONTROLLED LED 
ROAD SIGN  

"PERMITTED DIRECTION"
 (4.1.1-4.1.6 BY GOST R 52290-2004)

Multi-position remotely controlled guide road sign "Permitted direction" is intended 
to indicate road sign from 4.1.1 to 4.1.6 (allowed traffic direction as indicated by arrows).

The sign is housed in undismountable sealed metal body to impede unauthorized 
access.  Facial  protective glass of  high impact  strength, resistant  to external  climatic 
conditions. 

SPECIFICATIONS

1. The sign is powered from single phase AC 220V +10% -15% and 50 ± 1 Hz 
frequency.

2. Power consumption - not more than 30W.
3. Operating temperature range: -40 ºС - + 50 ºС.
4. Relative humidity 98 ± 2% at 35 ºС.
5. Continuous operation - unlimited.          
6. Protection degree IР54/
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REMOTELY CONTROLLED LED 
ROAD SIGN "RECOMMENDED SPEED"

 (6.2 BY GOST R 52290-2004)

Multi-position  remotely  controlled informing  road sign  "Recommended speed"  is 
intended to indicate road sign 6.2 (indication of recommended speed on the given road 
section) and is controlled by controller with RS485 interface.

The sign is housed in undismountable sealed metal body to impede unauthorized 
access.  Facial  protective glass of  high impact  strength, resistant  to external  climatic 
conditions. 

SPECIFICATIONS

1. The sign is powered from single phase AC 220V +10% -15% and frequency 
50 ± 1 Hz.

2. Power consumption - not more than 30W.
3. Operating temperature range -40 º C - + 50 ° C.
4. Relative humidity 98 ± 2% at 35 ºС.
5. Continuous operation - unlimited.           
6. Protection degree IР54 ).
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LOW INTENSITY OBSTRUCTION LIGHTS  
TYPE ZOM 

Low intensity obstruction lights type ZOM are intended for permanent light marking of high and 
elongated objects (crane units, high-rise buildings, house chimneys, relay station masts, that threaten air 
traffic safety). 

Lamps are used as light sources: 
 LED lamps type LS, LS (M), LP, which use high-efficiency LEDs of white, yellow, red, green and 

blue color; 
 fluorescent white, red or color lamp LL type.

ZOM have optimal radiation pattern and luminous intensity and high reliability in accordance 
with MAC AP-170, REGA RF and ICAO requirements.

ZOM  housing versions and product  lamp  types  are  listed  in  Table  1,  electrical  and  lighting 
parameters - in Table 2.

ZOM EXTERNAL VIEW AND DIMENSIONS 

ZOM-3, ZOM-3 (01)

ZOM-1, ZOM-2
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PRODUCT DESIGNATION STRUCTURE 

ZOM -    -    -    -    - 

Example of low intensity obstruction light  designation with impact-resistant  collapsible compact 
polycarbonate housing type 3 (with cartridge type E27), LED lamp LS, belonging to group A (Table 2) by 
lighting parameters  - red glow color with power supply voltage 220 VAC:

ZOM-3-LS-A-K-220

T a b l e 1

Product housing type
Figure, indicating 

housing type

Metal and glass, collapsible (with cartridge type E27): 1

Impact-resistant polycarbonate, collapsible (with cartridge type E27):
analog to metal and glass housing 

2

Impact-resistant polycarbonate, collapsible, compact
- with cartridge type E27
- without cartridge 

3
3 (01)

Types of product light sources 
Lamp type designation 

LED lamp with E27 base
(with LEDs, positioned on cylindrical surface)

LS

LED lamp with E27 base 
(with LEDs, positioned on plane)

LS (M)

 LED lamp (panel)
(with LEDs, positioned on plane)

LS (P)

Fluorescent lamp with E27 base LL

Notes:
1. Products with housing version 1 may be made with vandal-proof grating or without it.
2. Products with housing version 1 require earthing, products with housing version 2, 3, 3 (01) 

do not require earthing.
3. Products with fluorescent lamp type LL are made only according to group A1 for power 

supply lighting parameters 220V AC of white (red) glow  (see Table 2).

Obstruction light of low intensity;

Figure, indicating product body version (see Table 1);

Letters, designating light source type (see Table 1);

Letter, indicating product group according to lighting 
parameters (see Table 2);

Letter, denoting glow color (see Table 2);

Figures, indicating product power supply voltage (see Table 2).
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T a b l e 2

Product
group

according to 
lighting  

parameters

Luminous 
intensity 

Iv, cd, 
at least

Light distribution Consumpti
on 

power
Pcons., W, 
not more

Power 
supply
 voltage
Uvolt., V

Glow 
color

in vertical plane
(at 25 ° C)

all-
around  

 look 
angle

A

10

within angles 
from -6 ° to +6 ° and +10 ° to 

+50 °
 Iv ≥ 4cd;

within angles 
from +6 ° to +10 ° 

Iv ≥ 10cd
(IAC compliant )

360°

5
AC/DC

12, 24, 48

B-white
K-red
L-green
ZH-yellow
S-blue

10 AC 220

А1

within angles 
from -6 º to zenith 

at all-around  look angle of 
360 º  

Iv ≥ 10cd
(REGA RF compliant )

10

AC/DC
12, 24

AC 220

DC
48

B 20

within angles 
from -6 ° to +6 ° and from+10 

° to 50° Iv ≥ 4cd;
within angles from +6 ° to +10 

° Iv ≥ 20cd

10
AC/DC 

12,24,48

18 AC 220

В 32

within angles 
from -6 ° to +6 ° and from+10 

° to +50° Iv ≥ 4cd;
within angles from +6 ° to +10 

° Iv ≥ 32cd
(ICAO compliant)

18
AC/DC 

12,24,48

25 AC 220

Notes: 
1. Supply voltage tolerance in relation to nominal value +10% -15%.                  
    For products of Uvolt.= 48V   +25% -15%.
2. Current type: AC - alternating;
                             DC - direct

ZOM  mounting method  - on pipe without threaded connection (internal hole diameter 26 mm). 
ZOM-3, ZOM-3 (01) may be mounted on channel bar.  

Housing protection IP53 (for products with body version 1), IP54 (for products with body version 2, 
3, 3 (01).

Warranty period - 5 years;
service life - at least 12 years
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LED LAMPS type LS
(for low intensity obstruction lights type ZOM)

LED lamps type  LS are used as light  source in low intensity obstruction lights type ZOM and 
similar  for  signal marking  of  high  and  elongated  objects  (crane  units,  high-rise  buildings,  house 
chimneys, relay station masts, that threaten air traffic safety). They are intended to replace incandescent 
lamps with E27 base.

White, yellow, red, green, blue glow LEDs of high-efficiency are used in  LED lamps type LS, LS 
(M), LP; 

Parameters of lighting lamps as part of highly reliable low intensity obstruction lights type ZOM 
have optimal radiation pattern and luminous intensity in compliance with IAC AP-170, REGA RF and 
ICAO requirements.

LS lamps are superior to incandescent lamps by operational and technical parameters. They are 
distinguished by minimal power consumption and long life.  

Lamp types are listed in Table.1, electrical and lighting parameters - in Table 2.

EXTERNAL VIEW AND LAMP DIMENSIONS 

LS (M)-A (A1) LS (M)-B LS (M)-V

LS-A LS-B LS-V

Example of LED LS lamp designation (Table 1), corresponding to group A (Table 2) by lighting 
parameters with 220 VAC power supply voltage for red glow:

LS-A-K-220
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Table 1

Note:
Fluorescent lamp type LL is manufactured only by group A1 according to lighting parameters 

with power supply voltage 220 VAC for (white) red glow  (see Table 2).
T a b l e 2

Product
group

according to 
lighting 

parameters

Luminou
s 

intensity
Iv, cd, 
at least

Light distribution Consumpti
on 

power
Pcons., W, 
not more

Power 
supply
 voltage
Uvolt., V

Glow 
color

in vertical plane
(at 25 ° C)

all-
around  

look 
angle

A

10

within angles 
from -6 ° to +6 ° and +10 ° to 

+50 °
 Iv ≥ 4cd;

within angles 
from +6 ° to +10 ° 

Iv ≥ 10cd
(IAC compliant)

360°

5
AC/DC

12, 24, 48

B-white
K-red
L-green
ZH-yellow
S-blue

10 AC 220

А1

within angles 
from -6 º to zenith 

at all-around look angle of 360 
º 

Iv ≥ 10cd
(REGA RF compliant)

10

AC/DC
12, 24

AC 220

DC
48

B 20

within angles 
from -6 ° to +6 ° and from+10 ° 

to 50° Iv ≥ 4cd;
within angles from +6 ° to +10 ° 

Iv ≥ 20cd

10
AC/DC 

12,24,48

18 AC 220

В 32

within angles 
from -6 ° to +6 ° and from+10 ° 

to +50° Iv ≥ 4cd;
within angles from +6 ° to +10 ° 

Iv ≥ 32cd
(ICAO compliant)

18
AC/DC 

12,24,48

25 AC 220

Notes: 
1. Supply voltage tolerance in relation to nominal value +10% -15%.                   
     For products of Uvolt.= 48V   +25% -15%.
2. Current type: AC - alternating;

                                  DC - direct  
Warranty period - 5 years, service life - at least 12 years/

Lamp type Lamp designation
LED lamp with base E27 (with LEDs on cylindrical surface) LS
LED lamp with base E27 (with LEDs on plane surface) LS(M)
LED lamp (PCB) (with LEDs on plane surface) LS(P)
Fluorescent lamp with base E27 LL
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 LED SIGNAL TRAFFIC LIGHT 
TYPE SS-56

LED signal traffic light type SS-56 is intended for indoor light alarm in industrial 
premises, including warning alarm for high tension on trolley lines. It is also intended for 
illumination and lighting, including decorative color lighting.

LS (SS) LED lamps with high-efficiency red, green, white, yellow LEDs are used 
as light source for traffic lights.

Traffic lights are provided with color filters of clear (transparent), red, green and 
yellow glass. Products may be additionally equipped with protective grating or visor for 
traffic light filter.

SS-56 TRAFFIC LIGHT SPECIFICATIONS 

                             
• Electric shock protection class                                                                       I 

по ГОСТ Р МЭК 60598-1                                                                                                      
• Traffic light environmental protection                                                             IP 54                
• Group of operating conditions  

            with regard to mechanical impact according to GOST 17516.1                   M4
• Power supply voltage, V                                                                               220±10%
• Consumption power, W, not more:                                                                4.5
• Luminous intensity, cd, not less, than                                                            2.5 
• Diffusion angle, degrees                                                                               120º
• Lamp base type                                                                                             E27
• Weight, kg                                                                                                     1.6      
• Service life, years                                                                                         12
• Warranty period, years                                                                                   5
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LS (SS) LED LAMP  
FOR SIGNAL TRAFFIC LIGHT TYPE SS-56

LED lamp LS (SS) is used as light source in signal LED traffic light type SS-56, 
intended for indoor light alarm in industrial premises, including  warning alarm for  high 
tension on trolley  lines.  It  is  also  intended  for  illumination  and  lighting,  including 
decorative color lighting.

Highly efficient red, green, white, yellow LEDs are used in LS (SS) LED lamps. 

LS (SS) LAMP SPECIFICATIONS 

                        
 Electric shock protection class                                                           I                                   
 Power supply voltage, V                                                                    220±10%
 Consumption power, W, not more:                                                    4.5
 Luminous intensity, cd, not less than                                                 2.5 
 Diffusion angle, degrees                                                                    120º
 Lamp base type                                                                                  E27
 Weight, kg                                                                                           0.07      
 Service life, years                                                                               12
 Warranty period, years                                                                        5


